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In August, the TOPIX declined on the back of the mounting concerns over trade wars, the economic recession and the yen
appreciation. US President Donald Trump said the US would place a 10 per cent tariff on USD300 billion of additional Chinese goods
from September, escalating concerns over the US-China trade war in a new threat to the global economic outlook. While the German
government issued a positive statement on fiscal policies, worse-than-expected economic indices in the US and China including the
US ISM manufacturing index as well as the yield curve inversion in the US Treasury 2year/10year fuelled fears about the recession.
Although the Bank of Japan (BoJ) implicitly expanded a range of 10-year bond yields amid a fall in US bond yields, the development
of JPY appreciation following a narrowing spread between US and Japanese interest rates weighed on Japanese stock prices.

Monetary Policy: The Bank of Japan (BoJ) seems to have discreetly adopted additional accommodative monetary policies,
as we had expected.

The BoJ seems to have discreetly adopted additional accommodative monetary policies in the latest month. The bank indicated the
fluctuation range of 10-year bond yields at around plus or minus 0.2% before, but it now seemingly allows the range to move to the
extent of plus or minus 0.3%.
We have summarised key comments by the BoJ governor Haruhiko Kuroda and an observational media report on the fluctuation
range of 10-year government bonds below:

 July 2018: Mr Kuroda: “It is assumed that the range can fluctuate around twice the traditional range of plus or minus 0.1%.”

 June 2019: Mr Kuroda: “We should not tie up ourselves to the range too strictly.”

 August 2019: Nihon Keizai Shimbun “The BoJ will permit the long-term interest rate to fall below the floor of its indicated range
to keep the accommodative effects.”

 September 2019: Mr Kuroda: With regard to the current level of long-term interest rates at around negative 0.3%, “I don’t think
we should manipulate interest rates by constraint. But if they went too far, we would keep them in check.”

We believe that the BoJ allowed 10-year bond yields to decline as it feared about the yen appreciation, which pushes up prices and
in turn curbs the domestic economic growth. If the BoJ adhered to the floor of the range (0.2%) amid declining yields on overseas
bonds including US Treasuries, the bank would have launched measures such as buying operations to push up 10-year bond yields.
And these measures may be considered as a monetary tightening policy, causing the yen appreciation.



Data as at 6 September 2019, Created by SMDAM based on data from Bloomberg

We were expecting the additional monetary ease by the BoJ, so its implicit movement this time was not surprising for us. But if the
BoJ didn’t allow the fluctuation range to expand, the 10-year bond yield would have turned up from the negative 0.2%, leading to the
yen appreciation and the stock price downturn in turn. So we consider the latest monetary policy as a slightly positive factor. From
now on, we should pay attention to how far the BoJ will permit the 10-year bond yields to decline and whether the bank will launch
any other additional monetary policies. Our view on the matter hasn’t changed significantly. We still expect the next measure for the
bank is to extend its forward guidance. We don’t think the bank will take additional large-scale monetary easing policies such as the
expansion of ETF purchases, unless the value of the yen rises to 95-100JPY per USD.

Current policies and next possible policies by the BoJ (our forecast as of 18 July 2019)
Item Current policy Next possible accommodative

policies
Possibility Impact

on
equities

Forward guidance
for interest rates

For an extended period of
time, at least through spring
2020

For an extended period of time, at
least until the end of 2020

High Slightly
positive

Long-term interest
rate

Around 0%, may move ±0.2% Around 0%, may move ±0.3% High Slightly
positive

Around -0.1%, may move ±0.2% Low Positive

Short-term policy
interest rate

-0.1% -0.2% Low Positive

Asset purchases ETFs: 6 trillion yen

J-REITs: 90 billion yen

ETFs: 9 trillion yen

J-REITs: 90 billion yen

Low Positive

As of 18 July 2019, Created by SMDAM based on data from Bloomberg

A takeover bid for an asset-backed stock made major headlines, suggesting further reappraisals of asset values, which
seems to be a positive factor for Japanese stocks

On 10 July, the major travel agency HIS announced that it would begin a takeover bid for the real estate company Unizo Holdings.
HIS was planning to buy up to 45% of Unizo’s outstanding shares at JPY3,100 per share, a price of 56% above the stock price on 9
July. Unizo not only runs a total of 25 business hotels nationwide but owns 79 rental office properties in Tokyo, which generate
almost 80% of its overall revenue. HIS thought its stock price is undervalued given its asset values.
Unizo expressed dissent from the takeover bid on 6 August on the grounds of few synergy effects on the businesses and the view
that the offer price was lower than its corporate value. However, when the investment fund Fortress Group announced a takeover
bid for 66.67% - 100% of Unizo’s outstanding shares at JPY4,000 per share on 16 August, Unizo gave its assent to the proposal.
Fortress Group is likely to complete the bid without any price hike by HIS.
The main point is that a major listed company such as HIS, and not an investment fund, tried to make a hostile takeover bid for
another listed company with underlying properties. Traditional Japanese companies had staved off hostile takeovers by holding
shares in each other for strategic purposes or introducing anti-takeover measures, but now we can see signs of hostile takeovers
among domestic companies following the improvement of corporate governance and the decline in price-book ratios (PBR). This is
a positive trend for Japanese stocks, as it may not only lead to the re-valuation of unrealised assets but also increase incentives for
managers to raise stock prices.
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Investment Strategy

We expect that the Japanese equity market will rally over the long term, given the ongoing accommodative monetary policy set by
the BoJ, affordable valuations and the improvement in governance at Japanese companies. Open policies to overseas funds as well
as policies to boost the immigration intake are also likely to support the market. However, concerns for the consumption tax hike will
offset these positive factors in the short term. We identify external factors, such as the escalation of trade frictions and the possible
worldwide recession, as major risks because they might bring about a sharp yen appreciation. Taking these into consideration, we
will try to maintain a neutral position between cyclical and defensive sectors except for construction companies which would benefit
from an increase of government expenditure.
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